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Kamet Heating is a supplier of mineral insulated solutions and we are specialized in supplying the 

aerospace industry. We offer a diverse range of mineral insulated products for this sector, such as 

cathode heaters and special conductor cable for propulsion Ion thrusters. Additionally, we supply 

several customized products.

Kamet Heating is the exclusive distributor for the European market of two leading mineral insulated 

solutions manufacturers: Okazaki Manufacturing Company and ARi Industries. Since 1988, we are 

a trusted partner of Okazaki, the world’s largest mineral insulated cable manufacturer from Japan. 

Okazaki has over 60 years of production experience, and continuously innovates its product range. For 

aerospace products, Okazaki possesses the following certifi cates: 

ISO 9001:2015, ISO 14001:2015,

           JIS Q 9100:2016 (equivalent of EN 9100:2018) 

Kamet Heating & mineral insulated solutions 

Okazaki created the smallest 

mineral insulated cable ever 

manufactured of just 80 microns 

in diameter. Kamet Heating 

also represents ARi Industries 

from the USA, one of the leading 

manufacturers of customized 

and specialized mineral insulated 

solutions. ARi also holds the ISO 

9001:2015 certifi cate. Since their 

foundation in 1952, ARi has a 

strong reputation and supplies 

several leading aerospace 

organizations, such as NASA 

and multiple renowned technical 

universities. Also, ARi Industries 

designed and manufactured the 

heaters for Curiosity, the rover that 

is currently exploring Mars.

CURIOSITY: THE NASA MARS EXPLORER
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Kamet Heating is specialized in cathode heaters for propulsion Ion thrusters. Electrostatic Ion thrusters 

(gridded or hall effect thrusters) are widely applied in solid fuel propulsion systems that are used to 

adjust satellite trajectories and propel spacecrafts through the solar system. An electrostatic Ion thruster 

operates by ionizing propellant, resulting in positive ions and negative electrons called plasma. The 

positively charged plasma is generated in the cathodes, typically with a cathode heater wrapped around it 

to generate the excitation heat needed to start the plasma fl ow. This requires a special refractory heater to 

survive these temperatures. We typically use tantalum material. Kamet Heating’s manufacturing partners 

Okazaki and ARi are continuously pushing the boundaries for heaters to reach higher temperatures and 

achieve a higher number of cycles to that temperature. Over the years, we have sold over a thousand 

cathode heaters to various aerospace companies.

The lifetime and durability of an electrostatic Ion thruster is for a large part dependent on the cathode 

heaters. To ensure a sustainable heater that creates extreme temperatures, ARi Industries is continuously 

researching the latest materials and technologies. Our heaters, made out of refractory metals, are a 

proven solution that meet these high requirements. Data confi rms that our cathode heaters can handle 

thousands of cycles to plasma igniting temperatures.

Kamet Cathode heaters for Ion thrusters

Technical drawing of a cathode heater
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There are different solutions for electrostatic Ion thruster heaters and our engineers are experienced in 

developing custom-made solutions. At Kamet Heating, we design the heater around your requirements 

and can support you during the entire process of development. Heaters for Ion thrusters can be designed 

in different shapes and sizes. The table mentioned below provides an example of the different options:

Heater OD Minimum OD Maximum OD

0.062 inch 
(1.57mm) Nominal

0.150 inch 
(3.81mm) Nominal

Number of wires 1 to 4 wire designs are possible

Resistance Design dependent

Outer sheath material Typically tantalum, but others are possible

Insulation materials offered Compacted magnesium oxide Compacted alumina oxide

Typical conductors Typically tantalum, but others are possible

Our cathode heaters are capable of reaching temperatures over 1400°C when used within a properly 

designed thruster/cathode assembly. How much higher the temperature will reach is up to the application 

parameters in which the heater will be used.  What temperature is needed to kick in the plasma? The 

temperature will depend on the design and effi  ciency of the Ion thruster. Using the heaters correctly can 

be hard and does not always work with the normal way we use heaters here in our atmosphere.
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Example of Ion thruster with cathode tube heater shown.Kamet

Example of Ion thruster with heater cross section again wrapped around cathode for pre heating.Kamet
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The plasma created in Ion thrusters has some of the properties of a gas, but it is strongly affected by 

electric and magnetic fi elds. In order to aim and accelerate the negatively charged ions, a magnetic fi eld 

is created with special mineral insulated conductor cable. This mineral insulated cable has a large copper 

wire. The cable is wound into a coil to be used as an electro-magnet. Kamet Heating supplies several 

special conductor cables and the table below shows our standard options: 

Kamet Special mineral insulated conductor cable

ARi partnumber Cable OD Conductor size Resistance
(+/-)10%

Wall
thickness

Insulation
thickness

066-IN-C(CU)18 0.066 inch OD
+/- 0.002 inch

0.040 inch OD
+/- 0.002 inch

0.006 x/Ft
@20°C

0.0052 inch
Nominal

0.0071 inch 
Norminal

075-IN-C(CU)17 0.075 inch OD
+/- 0.002 inch

0.045 inch OD
+/- 0.002 inch

0.005 x/Ft
@20°C

0.0064 inch
Nominal

0.0086 inch
Nominal

098-IN-C(CU)15 0.098 inch OD
+/- 0.001 inch

0.059 inch OD
+/- 0.002 inch

0.003 x/Ft
@20°C

0.0075 inch
Nominal

0.010 inch
Nominal

At Kamet Heating you can be assured of the highest quality products. One of the reasons that Kamet 

Heating is supplying to Europe’s leading aerospace companies is because we actively support the 

development of new and custom-made products. Our engineers are continuously pushing the boundaries 

of functionality and improving current designs. Therefore, we are capable of achieving temperatures up 

to 1400°C – 1600°C. Kamet Heating can guide you during the entire process of designing, developing and 

testing new solutions. Our engineers are specialized in developing a fi nal product and are highly trained 

and experienced with different materials, and options for junctions and terminations.

Kamet Custom made products
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   Pyrotechnic shock
   Humidity
   Hot fi ring
   Electrical cycling
   Thermal cycling
   Destructive visual analysis

Kamet offers a complete solution for space propulsion systems. We are able to deliver a complete 

spool that includes a coiled mineral insulated cable with the right terminations. What does this process 

look like? In order to create a magnetic coil from the special conductor cable, several steps need to be 

performed in which you will be assisted by us. First, the cable needs to be wound into a coil. 

Our suppliers have specialized machinery which they use to shape our mineral insulated cables into 

the right position. After that, the coil must be welded together, a challenging task for which we have a 

specialized partner. We are experienced in adding the different terminations necessary for connection to 

the power supply. Additionally, Kamet Heating delivers the spools in different high-grade materials such 

as titanium.

Kamet Heating is the supplier of some of Europe’s leading aerospace companies and is highly valued 

since we provide complete and reliable solutions. Next to it, since traceability is key: we test and certify 

all the parts of the product. Also, you benefi t from our capability to supply data and perform a wide 

variety of recognized tests in house, such as:

   Insulation compaction density
   Burn-in test
   Dielectric strength
   Weight
   First article inspection report
   Final manufacturing report
   Vibration
   Acceleration

   Material certifi cate
   Helium leak
   Radiographic analysis
   Lead attachment strength (pull test)

   Visual & mechanical examination
   Conductor resistance
   Insulation resistance
   Mechanical shock

Kamet Complete solution: from cable to coiled spool 
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+31 (0) 85 040 27 00
www.kamet-trading.com

Kamet Trading B.V. 
Tennesseedreef 6 
NL-3565 CJ Utrecht, The Netherlands

Your connection to the high temperature world

Kamet Trading

About Kamet
Kamet was founded more than 30 years ago, meaning we have decades of experience in the high 

temperature business. Kamet aims to be the preferred European supplier of thermo components for all 

industries where temperature is the key focus. We offer excellent products from our global network of top 

class manufacturers, some of who are also our partners in product improvement, innovation and customized 

product design. As such, we are continuously striving to offer the best up-to-date solutions and services to 

our customers.

Kamet operates two specialized business units: Components and Heating. The Components business unit 

focuses on products associated with temperature measurement at high temperatures.

Kamet


